
Here are more than 40 document 
presentations, outlining  project  

designs , principles and plans  
for Wholonomic Portals,  
Tokens, WholoCurrents,  

Science, Economics and Philosophy.  
 



Portal 0 - Wholonomic Living Systems 
Ecochange  
  
This section is about the foundational 
roots of Wholonomics. 
 
 Wholomids and Wholo'Currents can 
liberate the wealth of humanity  
through developing a distributed scaling 
platform of interconnected and 
interflowing value stations. 

  



  



Wholonomics Ecochange  
is an across scale progression  
of Portals integrated  
through Token and WholoCurrent 
tools and WholoEcologies  
for regenerating and revealing and 
activating our flow of possibilities. 
 



Wholomids are holographically 
decentralizing through an integrative 
fractal structure that allow the 
frictionless funding of unlimited 
Locamid, local  Communecology 
Humanitarian Projects  
and Globamid Wealth Transfers  
while providing natural well-being  
for all project and transfer participants.  



The Wholomid is the translation  
of the Wholonomics Paradigm  

into sets of scaling tools to express  
Whole Values. 



Wholonomics invokes the power 
of the Whole, freeing us to act of 
and from and for the Whole so 
that the Powers and Gifts of the 
Whole can be restored to Its 
rightful place as the principle head 
of social organization. 
 



Solving entropic-filling money or pyramoney, with its 
control global mindware and hardware  monopolies  
is fundamental to all crisis’s facing Humanity.  
 
Money as it is with all the deeply layered  
and intertwined corruption cannot be re-formed.  
 
 Pyramoney can only be hyperdimensionally undone  
and recreated and refreshed and rebooted, 
and transcended.  

  
 
  



Radical Foundations of Wholonomics 
 
Radical here signifies markedly new 
opinions and actions beyond the norm in 
response to dilemmas and inconsistencies 
that stymie conventional wisdom.  
 
Throughout history what once were 
labeled radical ideas has expanded human 
dignity and opportunity in every direction 
and field of knowledge. 

 



Evolution did not necessarily equip us to deal 
with our present situation, so it is 
understandable that we struggle to manage it 
given the tools and measures and beliefs and 
character we use. This coupled with the deep 
shadow cast projections of separation pervading  
the consciousness of Humanity.  
 
How do we organize new gestalts  
of interexchange given our entrenched 
embedded conditions  
and day to day tendencies?   

 



The Whole has the Power to transform our 
Collective Conditions.  
 
Only the Whole is inclusive enough. Only 
the Whole can return us as the Heart  
of Humanity working together  
as Sacred Community.  
 
Thus the importance of the Science and Art  
and Technologies of Wholonomics. 



 
 
We bring whole-healing to that that, that 
is broken. 
 
We invoke and incarnate Universal 
Meaning empowered by the Principle  
of Cosmic and Life’s Terrestrial Necessity  
 
We untangle and discard the doctrines of 
Martial and State Necessity evoked 
through the ages to perpetuate Pyramidic 
Dynamics.   

  



Approaching the Whole  
from the point of view and deep seated 
assumptions of Separation comes  with  
corrupting Global Degenerational 
Relationships both seen and unseen.  
 
Nothing we can do can create Wholeness 
through separation nor can we realize 
Truth; especially Truth as our Being.  

  
 



We are addressing here a way  
to address and maybe fix  
a seemingly irreducible 
fundamental ontological  
dilemma of Being that is at  
the Heart of Modern Life.  
  
 



Before the appearance of the Universe,  
Whole was-is-willbe.  

 
Space is Whole and Timeless  
From this emerged over eons  

upon eons the vast  
materia pregalactic primal.  



The Whole however it may be felt or understood is 
our fundamental source of power.  
 
The very connectivity of the world confirms this.  
 
Whole Wholeness has been and is being reduced 
broken down, given the qualities of separation, 
releasing  or dividing meaning so it can be stolen  
for and by  Global mechanisms of control.  
 
Stored meaning  is converted to power  
but at AN IMMENSE EXTERNALIZED COST   
to the Psyche…and to the Landscape.  
 
  

 



 Pyranomics mimics the Whole to tap it  
by manufacturing kinds of false 

wholeness held as masked allegiance  
and binding stories of Pyraspace Context.  



From this arise all the collectivistic 
control schemes as masks of false 
wholeness; communism, 
corporatization, communitarian, 
collective government, fascism and 
so on.  
 
 



The individual as Sovereign 
becomes lost and with that,  

loss of moral guidance. 



This false wholeness calls forth pyramids  
of organization as the very context of Pyranomic Space 
framework.  Hierarchically apexed. 
 
From that context Pyranomics  engages  
in further breaking down  by aparting the aprior 
wholeness  through the practices  and expressions  
of separation. 
 
Our very modern psyche is largely structured along 
these lines.  Certainly this is the template for it. 

  
 



“Being”, our most root truth can 
never be restored to the source of 
value in the world, not ever because 
values have been bounded by a false 
system with its own false agenda.  
  
Here is where Being is bound in an 
energetic condition. Here our very 
unconsciousness is being fabricated.  
  
 



Hivemind unconsciousness keeps us 
docile and primitive.  
Whole Oneness wakes us up. 
  
Wholeness restored, we can live 
Spontaneous Coherence  
and love so more of the “popcorn pops”.  
 
As Individual (Soul) liberation  
and the full expression of all  
of  the Individual’s (Soul)  
potential and possibilities.  

  



Paradigm Liberation can solve  
the unsolvable. 



The root of Every Paradigm  
is the God of that Paradigm,  
and is either Real God or an Implied God.  
  
Pyramid-Paradigm Social-Systems  
have an Implied-God,   
a Simulation of the Real-God. 
  
Pyranomic’s Implied-God is apex maintained 
through projected representatives  
and implied agreement,  
where top elite Domination Powers focus. 



Pyramidic pyrasitic systems have some kind of "Deity" 
at the top. The Old/New World Order systems Diety 
seems to be involutionary thoughtforms, some quite 
ancient and powerful and Entities of Substance , 
“etheric creatures” that prey upon and use the 
corruptible 
 
These involutionary spirits are Pyranomics Invoked 
Deities at their Apex-Source. 
  
Wholonomics is about definitively dethroning the 
Apex through Holopex activation.  
 
 

 



These involutionary spirits,  
Their Implied-Gods inherently lack 
Real God or Whole Current of Truth 
and the Sovereign Crown of Being. 



You can see how this would lead  
to material advantages  flowing 
along the involutionary path  
of least resistance and away  
from Truth.  
 
Pyrasites are masters of the lie. 
 



 
 

What can say about The Whole? 
 
Whole as Principle is a Source or original Value.  
 
Whole is inclusive already.  
 
Whole has organized  
and is organizing life already.  
 
 Soul-Centered, and altogether evolutionary.  

 
  
 



 
The Whole already is All Potential 
and All Possibility.  
 
The Whole is not a Thoughtform Deity  
or an implied-god.  
 
The Whole is Real, transcending  
while including  form, function and flow. 



 
The Whole is shared not sub-divided or 
layered or vectorized - broken into shards 
of reality crystals.  
 
The Whole is fully decentralized as the 
Heart of Relationship with Everyone. Here 
we can reclaim the mystery of Being and 
Life finding opportunity wherever we are.  



Wholonomics creatively transcends 
and transforms our paradigm 

foundations  in fundamental ways.  
 

Wholonomic’s Core Operating  
“DNA-dAppware” embodies 
Principles of Living Systems.  

  
 



Wholonomics Appchange Structure 
  
The Wolomid “Wo lo mid”, Holomid, “Ho lo 
mid” and Wholomid “Ha lo mid” are the three 
generative Spaces of Wholonomics.  
  
Wholomid with a “W and H” expresses the 
Source, the context of the Wealth Field, the 
total Wealth Potential expressed as Values of 
the Whole.  
  
 
  
 



Wolomid with a W outpictures 
Consciousness as the Inner Creative 
Directive Expression of the Whole.  
  
Holomid with an H is the delivery of 
action, the Supply Expression of the 
Whole. 



Together, they mediate our inner values 
with our outer values and with our Whole 
values with Dimension Zero as the Seat of 
Power. 
  
 Wholonomics is a Order That is 
Wholodigeous. 
  
Nested designs formulate The Wholomid 
as a dynamic living system.  

  
 



Dimension Zero is Decentralized 
Intelligence Sourcing Wholo’Currents.  
 
Dimension Zero’s “nervous system” 
mediates externals and internals 
through unifying values  
and portal empowerment.  
  
 



The Wholomid HyperDimensional 
Continuum Across Scale Distributes 

Wealth as Fields  
of Potential and Possibility  
tapped by Dimension Zero.  

  
The Whole is the Context, 

Harmonic Proportions are maintained. 



Wholonomics gives us freedom  
to live from the inside out  
and from the outside in.  

The field and form are unified. 
  

We support each other  
and ourselves as free great  

viable beings expressing  
Wholeness Awakening. 



Honoring us for who we are, treating us 
and all beings as treasures of the universe, 
Wholonomics places priority on nurturing  
and developing our potential,  
expressing our possibilities.   
 
Liberating Awareness and Ability is the basis  
of mutual respect and empowerment.  
 
To be who we are in the big picture  
and not narrowed and compressed and boxed  
into roles as a commodity or as an object.  
 
Transployment Token Liberation. 
 
 





Wholonomics represents the emergence 
of The Interdependent Wholeness behind 
Creation, a presence or basis that naturally 
organizes, corrects and rightens the 
indivisible whole of everything and 
everyone.  
 
The Wholomid is an active representative 
of Egoless (unbound) Space serving to 
Wake-us up 

 



Wholonomics coalesces new kinds  
of value through cohering  
autopoetic self-emerging space.  
 
We wake to a way where we can 
constantly replenish and activate  
our Deepest Life-impulses 



Accounting for all costs and rewarding socially 
positive behavior this is fundamentally 
decentralized and self-organizing, everyone’s 
input is valued and valuable.  
 
This project discovers the effective pathways by 
creating “Action - Result” Tokens with various 
properties and functions. 
 
Wholonomics shifts our architecture  
of social organizing.  



Wholonomics allows us to revalue 
every kind of exchange  

and every kind of wealth.  
 

Transvolutionary thinking  
is our way forward. 





Wholonomics is a Visionary Referendum  
for Global Reconstruction,  
a Conscience Collective, a Deconstruct  
and Reconstruct of Economics.  

 
When Wholonomics goes viral  
it becomes a channel to awaken action. 

 



We enter into a true  
open sourced and distributed 
economy, generating wealth  
without scarcity.  
 
Wholo'Currents links the worth  
of humanity through a distributed 
scaling platform of interconnected 
and interflowing value stations. 
 



Currents as activated tokens are value distribution 
vehicles to measure and mete flows of wealth or 
values. Value flows need not be scarce.  
 
Wholonomic Currents can account for the needs on all 
levels of society and the health   
of the greater environment.  
 
As a current is a flow with many vectors of worth  
we will be able to measure the net value-wealth  
that is created and distributed and shared.  
 
Wholocurrents will have many layers of authentication, 
each adding value to the vehicle. 



Trillions of tokens as Currents,  
not owned or controlled  
by gatekeepers, pouring across the Net 
and cell phones issued by millions  
of marketplaces willing to free 
themselves from debt-interest-soaked 
Control-tokens, the 98% of the tokens 
circulating today.  
 



Flow and Trust are foundations to the 
worth of Currents 
 
Everyone will want to issue and activate 
worth and accept these free-currents 
because most people and organizations 
are underpotentialized with limited 
possibilities for doing what they really 
want to do.  We understand where  
our creativity stands in this paradigm. 



Wholonomics is a conceptual 
framework of a practical Pathway 

to Resource Management  
and Distribution  

for a Sustainable Global Life… 



We can adjust the following famous 
and much used quote from The 
London Times  
 
responding to Lincoln's decision to 
issue government Greenbacks to 
finance the Civil War rather that agree 
to private banker's loans at high 
interest. 



"If this mischievous financial policy, which has 
its origin in North America, shall become 
indurated down to a permanent fixture, then 
that Government will furnish its own money 
without cost. It will pay off it’s debts and be 
without debt. It will have all the money 
necessary to carry on its commerce. It will 
become prosperous without precedent in the 
history of the world. The brains, and wealth of 
all countries will go to North America. That 
country must be destroyed or it will destroy 
every monarchy on the globe." 

 



To: If this mischievous Plan becomes indurated as a 
fixture, then the PEOPLE will furnish their own 
Currents, without cost replacing Pyramoney with 
socially sustainable fields of value.  
 
They will be without debt. They will have all the 
Wealth necessary to carry out the building of a 
sustainable Earth with full Social Justice. They will 
become prosperous without precedent in the history 
of the world. The brains and intelligence and wealth 
of the entire world will flow to Wholonomic 
Development. They will undo every Pyranomic 
Scheme used to enslave anywhere. 



 
It is time to become your own authority  
and stop giving over your power of decision 
making to governmental people or teachers  
or wannabe demi-gods.  
 
It is time for the people of Earth  
to become themselves sovereign beings. 
 
 Releasing the flow of Hololective 
Enhancements will awaken 
the Collective Cellular Intelligence  
to create Consensus Reality more Coherently.  

 



 

 
When sufficiently evolved the conditions  
of the field, the Natural Equilibrium  
of Complexity Space ensure the system  
stays functionally stable and stays socially 
gyroscopically just and equitable.  
 
Unifying  Inner and Outer Scales of Value 
encourages right behaviors conducive  
to a just and equitable society. 
 

  
 



With less Ego to feed we have more natural 
empowered esteem.  
 
The ego can become increasingly obsolete  
as the powers of Wholeness become greater  
than the forces of separation.  
 
Sustainable Wholonomic progress is both stable 
and comprehensive. Impervious to bubble 
formation and is capable of representing  
the entire wealth creation process,  
both human and natural in origin,  
through philosophic lenses. 

 



Wholonomics are Spaces and Portals for 
encouraging  new kinds of creative ways  
to emerge, a communion of communities,  
a Collaborative holding Whole Values.  
 
“Wolofied Awareness“ with “Holofied Action”.  
 



Freed Space has a certain restoring, 
healing, negentropic, even spiritual 
capacity to counter the entropic 
energies of social breakdown, decay, 
and meaninglessness.  
 
Authentic Space feeds us, as it has fed 
mankind from the earliest times.  



Evolutionary momentum 
 
We have been diverted from seeing and focusing and 
actually getting on with our evolutionary directives. 
Many feel it. 
 
We have just enough resources left to construct and 
build for a sustainable “Wholonomic Humanity”  
having elegant tech and super-efficient resource usage 
powered by low cost decentralized energy sources 
while prizing social justice. We can have clean and we 
can have abundant.  We can achieve both through 
moving beyond “Economics”.  



Humanity lighten its load upon, and restores the 
biosphere's ecological systems; de-plagued of 
war, injustice, poverty and ignorance. 
 
Human can make a go of it here on Earth, In the 
sense of developing high intelligence, we have, 
or soon will have, exhausted the necessary 
physical prerequisites so far as this planet is 
concerned. With coal gone, oil gone, high-grade 
metallic ores gone. 



No species however competent will be able to 
make the long climb from primitive conditions 
to high-level technology.  
 
This here is a one-shot affair. If we fail, this 
planetary system fails so far  
as unbinding intelligence is concerned.  
 
This same will be true of other planetary 
systems. For each there is one chance,  
and one chance only. You understand this? 
 

 



Wake Up! 



The impending Post-Industrial Stone Age is 
a tragedy because it really isn't inevitable. 
 
There's no absolute reason why we 
couldn't live in material sufficiency on this 
planet for millions of years. 
 
We win through preparation and action  
to wrest control of conscience (our sense 
of the Whole), what elevates our vision  
making sure that this is how it is. 

 



From Individuals to Peoples 
 
The lies they tell don’t need to work 
anymore. Paradigms about war reality 
and the impotence of peace not believed. 
 

 
 



 
Freed from the concentrations  
of Pyranomic power, Wholonomics 
restores the Balancing of Power,   
by mediating freed valuexchanges 
by the People.  
 



Communeecologies,  
self-sufficient and elegantly efficient  
tied by hypersonic rails.  
 
Cities of gardens and parks 
rather than concrete deserts.  
 
Social halls, not shopping malls... 
 

Regeneration rather than chronic 
degeneration. 



Lead to believe that consumerism would 
bring us closer to our most innate needs –  
of warmth, security, food and love.  
 
What we really want is each other.  
Humans receive as much or more pleasure 
from a meaningful experience connecting 
with other beings in a positive way,  
than by getting new material things. 



Ego and The Pyramid Pyranomics are 
identical in their primary nature.  
 
Wholonomics is about Transcendence 
of both Ego, the Pyranomics within 
and the false system of Pyranomics. 

 



Radically and radially decentralized  
yet fully self-organizing,  
shared through social, cultural  
and economic design  
to realize a collective raising  
of our individual intelligence 



This is spiritual and material. 
 
Regenerating the Vibrational Field 
of the Collective.  
 
Transformation into universal 
conduits of intelligence. 
 



Syn’Ops are Resource Relationships 
Across Scale holding 

The Principle of Just Enough 

 

Grounding Economic Resilience 

 

Mindset Institutions made obsolete 

 

Transparency of Distribution 
 



  



Wholonomics creates a space where 
responsibility for our soul’s growth is 
our path of least resistance.  
  
All that we already experience is an 
expression the Whole that is already 
so. All else are systems of control and 
illusion. 
  



Awareness free is Wholeness 
expressed directly. We Wake Up. The 
Pyranomic Dream loses weight and 

binding power, once your Awareness is 
freed and awakened in Wholeness. 

 
 Wholonomics is that translated into 

viable practical “Portals”. 
  
  



Choosing to enliven or make real  
the Pyradream, consciousness remains 
filled with that Pyramare Content.  
 
But that infestation needs not control us 
anymore.  
  
Not dreaming the Pyranomic conditioning 
is Waking Up to the Values and Impulses  
of the Whole.  

 



This Pyranomic Context is Being 
maintained as a Standing Wave  
of Consensus Reality Bending  
(what we call belief)  
through vectoring power towards the 
Apex with Money Magic  
molding and contracting Reality  
to its structural intentional  
imperative constructs.  
  
 



As you become less based about separation you 
naturally become more aware of Wholeness and 
Wholeness Flow. This is a true practice. Vibrate 
Wholeness to understand these words. The 
Whole is not a technique. It is our natural 
condition. 
  
Wholonomics is not a condition within this 
present Dream of crystallized positions of 
separation. We can become Wide Awake as we 
travel to Remerge the Whole.  
  
 



Wholonomics is for Awakening, Everybody so we can 
receive the greatest of gifts, spending time in the 
company of other Awake Beings sharing or channeling 
their own unique Currents.  
  
Wholomids are Place Specific while interpenetrating 
joining across scale to global constructions. 
  
Uses Scales of Value to achieve Resource 
Realignments 
  
Mediates values towards enhancing and away from 
that which is counter.  
 



A kind of natural tax where value flows towards the 
positive pole as a measure of equity, beauty, justice 
and health of the environment.   
  
Everyone will have their basics they need. That we can 
have beyond that, that too. But first the basics are 
covered. Enough for all, to live and have security. 
Basic to the Good of the Whole as an Original Value. 
This is the no more left behind creed.  
  
Unemployment rates can fall to irrelevant, with 
exchange flowing from abundant opportunity to 
contribution of benefit. 

  
 



Wholonomic Wealth are Fields of Conscious 
Free Energy flowing through Fun. Our 
Awakening Consciousness is the destiny of 
History.  
  
Our Self-Image includes the Totality  
of Humanekind. Thus Ego is ending. 
  
A self-adjusting context gradually  
and also radically replaces the Role of Police. 
The rules of moral conduct  
are in the source of the form itself.  



Wholomids function by harmonic  
and balancing disbursement of the flow  
of Wealth where Wealth equals  
We-d’Centralization, not I-Concentration.  
  
This undoes the context and values  
and mind-set of the Pyrasites  
with their Pyramid Temple Templates.  
 
The Wholomid transparently transcends the 
conditions and values of Pyramid Space.  

  
 



Wholonomics is Multidimensional Flow 
through Hyperdimensional Geometry  
serving the well-being  
of Dimension Zero generators  
of Coherent Regenerative Scalar 
Wholo’Current Wealthwork  
processed through Fully Decentralized 
Transvolutionary Portals. 

  
 



Underwritten and transwritten  by Commodity  
& Innerprise Reserves issued  
as Commodity Reserve Free Notes,  
Innerprise Reserve Free Notes  
and Transtructural Reserve Free Notes  
measured and denominated as Solamids,  
alt-Currents and other GifToken types  
issued through Escrow Trusts using CoXexus 
NetsWorth Verification Channels. 
  
We Scale valuate through Reputation  
& Holo’Values & Wolo’Values.  
 
Wholitics, Politics of The Whole brings this to the 
social power field. 

 


